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Abstract: In any building, function is defined by its planning and it is the soul of a building which 

provides the user with comfort and doesn’t fade away by passage of time. On the other hand, facade of 

a building is its outer beauty which initially invites the user; hence user has the first impression of the 

facade then on other functional aspects. And we know “what is seen is sold”. 

Outer beauty of anything fades away with passing time but it doesn’t mean that it hasn’t any impact on 

the user’s mind. A person looks into soul of anything only when he or she initially gets attracted 

towards it. So facade design plays an important role, as it has socio-cultural, emotional and physical 

impact on any user’s mind. 

Every facade design signifies the architectural context of that place and it plays important role for 

energy performance of a building. This is an architectural component which proceeds towards any 

building envelope performance. 

In this new era of commercialisation it plays an important role in generating economy, sustainable 

environment and to emphasize a concept to its design. It shows architectural revolution to the people 

by the eminent architects with respect to time.  

In this paper we are going to focus on several types of facade designs with the help of case studies and 

we will give some proposals to create a sustainable environment, to generate economy, to retain the 

architectural values with cost effective changes by a good facade design. As we know that in today’s 

time India is passing through the phase of smart city development so this architectural component will 

play a smart role towards a smart development. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Facade acts as an interface between the user and the structure. It encapsulates the whole complicated 

functionality into a single presentable entity. It is the exterior of a building which is an important 

aspect as it sets a tone, an impression for the rest of the building. Facade designs have witnessed 

variations along with passing time, climate and other such factors which leads to a variety of designs. 

From the ancient Indus civilisation to the deconstruction architecture, all of the designs are having 

their individual identity where facade plays an important role. 

In Greek architecture the columns were the dominating factors which were used as architectural 

ornamentation of the buildings. After that Renaissance Architecture came into the play which was 

followed by Gothic and succeeded by Baroque Architecture and facade designing aspect in 

Renaissance was symmetry about the axes with pediment on the top and many time rose windows 

were articulated & domestic buildings were crowned by cornice, the facade was designed with a 

progression at the centre by columns and windows. Like this every civilization has done aesthetical 

geometries on facades to make it a part of architecture and to create iconism with symbolical 

innovation with respect to the time. 
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II. FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF FACADE DESIGN 

A facade is a vertical or angular plane which gives a definition of boundary by creating an enclosure in 

a space to define an another space, the strength of a facade is demarcated by its material and structural 

assembly of those materials. From the ancient times it is so flexible that it depicts the stories of that 

time & era, it also concludes different spatial experiences by the modes of facade designing elements 

like- column, arches, windows, lintels, bands etc.  

A facade has verticality and planarity, but now a day's architects are making many innovations in 

facade design that they justify angles and curves to the plane. This planarity gives us an opportunity 

for articulation on the surface and any type of rendering on it, beside this it is a physical divider of 

spaces and its opacity gives it an opportunity to act like a threshold and doors on it act as a transition 

point and windows increases its visibility from inside as well as from outside, and all of these 

elements decide the degree of privacy for its user. 

A simple form of facade is a wall, which acts as a protective barrier, it divides spaces into one or more 

subdivision to make different spaces into a single space and except these functions a facade also act as 

a movement guide for the outer space, by its concavity and convexity it generates the feeling of 

absorption and repulsion. It is conveyer of messages by its surface treatments, renders and 

articulations on it, so it is also a story teller. 

Penetrations on a facade like doors and windows also modulate the facade with their penetrability, its 

shape and textures also act as a image maker because it has the potential of creating first impression on 

the user. Beside this a window has the quality of transparency and porosity for air and light which 

makes building environment comfortable and also acts as communication link, it is a scaling element 

which can make rhythm by punchers or it can break the continuity by its scale. Compositions of 

windows play a major role in building elevations and in making sustainable environment within a 

building. 

III. TYPES OF FACADE DESIGN 

On the basis of functions and design principles we can divide a facade design into 5 major categories: 

A. Lacuna Facade 

B. Accreted Facade 

C. Skinned Facade 

D. Parametric Facade 

E. Monopolized Facade  

 

A. Lacuna Facade : In this world, every architecture is evolved from regular shapes and regular 

forms. In any primary solid if we create punctures, voids, holes etc, to articulate its form either 

functionally or aesthetically so that type of facade is called lacuna facade (lacuna means voids). The 

geometry of these facades are kept incompleted from their formal and regular identities so as to break 

the monotony as well as to retain the contextual values like punctured windows at the southern side of 

the building helps to avoid direct sun and enhances natural ventilation through venturi effect in hot 

and humid climate, similarly jail patterns in the old palaces of Rajasthan is used for diffused light and 

to reduce the energy of hot and dry wind and it also creates a buffer zone between the rooms and the 

facade through corridors. 
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Advantages: 

 It enhances the feasibility and transparency of a building like eyes on a human face so 

that a person inside can see through penetration to connect himself to the nature and 

social environment. 

 The functional needs of interior space are satisfied by these puncture for light 

ventilation and different circulations. 

 It provides axis through a barrier weather it’s an axis of human being or the axis of 

sound, phase, vision, etc. 

 Different designs of voids on a surface act as an image breaker through the punctured 

scripts or through the articulated massing elements such as door, windows, staircases, 

etc. 

 These voids are the modulator of facades and command the space around and 

sometimes overpowering the sense of threshold. 

 They help in interlinking the interior spaces with the outer environment with the help of 

elements such as punctured balconies.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shodhan House, Ahmedabad:  Designed by Le Corbusier, this building is a great example of lacuna. 

The design of the modernistic villa is structurally simplistic with a facade punctured at certain 

intervals from the common plane of the building. The roof of the building is also having an oval 

aperture matching with the void in the lower slab giving a framed view of the sky. The voids at the 

facade are treated as sun breakers as well as providing with semi open spaces.   

 

Tahiliani Design Headquaters, Delhi: Designed by Stephane Paumier of SPA Design, this is a 

building with brick skin facade with a punctured entry at the centre and voids at the corner. This 

puncture is in the form of steps, are welcoming and enhancing the vision of entry point, it is further 

highlighted with the slit running upto the roof through and through the building providing with 

diffused light inside the building. The voids at the corner provide shade to the building as well as these 

are breaking the monotonous behaviour of cuboidal form and increasing the transparency of the 

building. This building of fashion designer Tarun Tahiliani was one of the entries in Aga Khan Award, 

2010 award cycle. 

 

B. Accreted Facade: These kinds of facades are the result of addition of one or more subordinate 

forms together or through physically relating the spaces together into a defined volume. Accreted also 

meaning additive, of two or more spaces can be through close proximity of spaces, through the sharing 

of common visual traits, or by the interpenetration of one or multiple spaces into the core volume. The 

projecting balconies in a simple block act as a solarium as well as define an enclosure for the lower 

floors as it acts like a canopy to them. If false band projection is accreted to a large extend from a 

Fig 1: Shodhan House, Ahmedabad Fig 2: Tahiliani Design Headquaters, Delhi 
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vertical plane, then it could act like a canopy, covered porch, covered sitting area etc. But if this 

projection is very small then it breaks the visibility for security and the front skin of any building form 

could automatically generate barrier through this extrusion, so we can say that either small or large 

whatever is the scale of the addition, it always satisfies the functional and the aesthetical purpose.  

Advantages: 

 In long extent line building facades we need to remove the monotony behaviour of the form by 

the use of bands; how? Let us assume that a building is designed horizontally with a long 

extent line so vertical bands will remove the constraints & in skyscrapers horizontal band act 

as the same. 

 After proper climatic analysis data a designer has to recommend the projection size and its 

position, after all, sustainable approach and comfortable environment is more important than 

articulation. 

 Huge vertical louvers can also be the part of accreted facade design for articulation as well as 

for shading and supporting structures to a building, example: Chandigarh Assembly Hall 

designed by Le Corb. 

 Ramps as well as staircases at the outer facades give an impressive extruded angular lines as 

well as it complete the functional requirements. 

 An architect has to innovate and also to symbolize a structure, so at that time the additive 

masses and projections proves to be a part of innovation but without effecting the symbolism. 

Example: Falling Water house designed by Frank Lloyd Wright.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hanoi Museum: Vietnam designed by GMP Architekten, which has an inverted structure of Pyramid 

or Ziggurats. It is a four storey building and it's every floor is extruded more than its lower portion and 

making a sense of cantilevered enclosure. Also it generates a stepped sciography in the noon time, so 

an extrusion also helps a building to play with shadow articulation. 

 

Falling-water or Kaufmann Residence: is a house designed by architect Frank Lloyd Wright in 

1935 in rural south western Pennsylvania is a best example of cantilevered floors with juxtaposition 

and retains its symbolical values of modernism architecture. FLW has designed this residence with 

cantilevers after doing the proper climatic analysis of wind, sun, and rain so that to give user a better 

interaction with nature in different climatic conditions. 

 

 

C. Skinned Facade: A facade in which a skin of any material is supported by any outer shell, 

structure, portal or by skeleton of steel member, for e.g. Seagram building which is having a skeleton 

of steel member and skin of glass. This type of facade don’t bound the function and the form together, 

as it gives freedom to work with any sort of form followed by function and then wrapping it up into a 

single aesthetical entity with the help of a skin. 

Fig 3: Hanoi Museum 
Fig 4: Falling Water House 
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 Advantages: 

 We can control the ventilation of the whole building by providing fenestrations as and when 

required into the skin itself without disturbing the rhythm of the facade. 

 Light can be controlled using various types of materials such as clear glass in the northern 

facades and frosted glass in the southern facades. 

 The facade can be treated easily with the help of various materials matching with the context 

without misbalancing the interior, for e.g. exposed brick facade embedded into a portal frame 

structure, glass material embedded in steel skeleton structure, etc. 

 We can retain aesthetics as well as architectural symbolism without interrupting the core 

functions. 

 A simple cube can be transformed into a great example of Deconstruction with the help of free 

flowing skinning over it giving it a totally new meaning. 

 Helps to create buffer between core building and external facade.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Infosys Software Development Block 4, Mysore: is designed by Architect Hafeez Contractor, its 

core building has simple form but it has covering skin of folded glass, embedded in the welded steel 

framework. This concept of making facade like this, was taken from Origami (the Japanese art of 

paper folding), this art of making a building facade in De-construction style with the help of skinning 

proves to be enhancing aesthetics merged with a simple core block with efficient functions. 

 

Pearl Academy of Fashion, Jaipur: designed by Morphogenesis is an example of skinned facade 

design because main entrance has facade covered by Jali of stone work which permit natural light into 

circulation areas and this double skinned building facade also create a thermal buffer for passive 

cooling and interior temperature of that building is always 10 degrees lower than the outside 

temperature because of venturi effect and it diffuse the direct glare into shadows which also helps in 

decreasing the temperature. 

 

 

D. Parametric Facade Design: Facade which is made up of small elements and that elements has 

some relationship via algorithms and mathematical parameters to form complex geometries and 

structures than it is called Parametric Facade design. Buildings which have organized as well as 

complex patterns of geometries in there facade treatment & also which have analyzed and simulated 

structures by parametric design softwares that serves a better treatment of facade including climatic, 

aesthetics & functional aspects are known as parametric facade treatment. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: Infosys Software Development Block 4 Fig 6: Pearl Academy of Fashion 
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Advantages: 

 

 It has a design with a pure geometrical flow and rhythm, which discards monotony from a 

design. 

 Analysis of these geometries before using them, makes a building sustainable or green 

building. 

 Because of the dynamic behaviour of the facades we can also relate them with the nature 

through bio mimicry. 

 This design could control the impact of climatic behaviour and also generates the comfortable 

environment inside a building. 

 This design integrate the simple hand drafting, sketching with the computer based designing 

softwares, so integration of human work with the machines gives a better result of functions 

and aesthetics than a pure hand work or pure computer based work.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gantenbein Vineyard Facade: designed by Gramazio & Kohler, is a example of parametric design 

which is done in brickwork, these bricks put there in different angels (or in algorithms) which gives 

fenestration at every point, diffused light and also gives facade a dynamic flow. Architect of this 

project has said that: 

"The robotic production method that we developed at the ETH enabled us to lay each one of the 

20,000 bricks precisely according to programmed parameters—at the desired angle and at the exact 

prescribed intervals. This allowed us to design and construct each wall to posses the desired light and 

air permeability, while creating a pattern that covers the entire building façades. According to the 

angle at which they are set, the individual bricks each reflect light differently and thus take on 

different degrees of lightness. Similarly to pixels on a computer screen they add up to a distinctive 

image and thus communicate the identity of the vineyard. In contrast to a two-dimensional screen, 

however, there is a dramatic play between plasticity, depth and colour, dependent on the viewer’s 

position and the angle of the sun."(Source: Arch daily) 

 

E. Monopolized Facade: From the ancient times we can see the domination of forms in the structures, 

from the semi-circular face of caves to the conical shelters of nomads, from the pyramidal structures 

of Egypt to the cylindrical forms of baptisteries, from the tapering shapes of obelisks to the 

hemispherical shape of cupolas, form plays a very important role in such structures. Hence 

Monopolized Facade can be defined as the facade hugely influenced by its form. The affinity of such 

facades is known by their configuration style or arrangement, where form is having more command 

than the function of the building. 

 

 

Fig 7: Gantenbein Vineyard Facade (interiors) Fig 8: Gantenbein Vineyard Facade 
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Advantages: 

 These kinds of facade are image maker to the society and the people as they get connected to 

the masses quite easily due to the portrayal of the basic forms into the complete structure hence 

resulting as a landmark. 

 Such facades symbolise the architecture of past or future times as they embrace the idea of the 

basic form into the structure, for e.g. Rashtrapati Bhawan, Delhi is having a symmetrical 

monopolized facade with the influence of ancient Greek architecture, similarly the essence of 

De-Construction architecture can be seen in buildings such as Luo Ruvo by Frank O Gehry, 

where form plays an important role. 

 The facades of such building could be such that they match with the context of the surrounding 

complementing it or it can be a total contrast to the surrounding treated as a landmark yet 

again.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. SUSTAINABLE DESIGN INTERVENTIONS THROUGH FACADE DESIGN 

 Sustainability or green architecture by facade design, through different facade design 

techniques we can use different materials with different conductivity for solar passive heating 

or cooling. 

 Through different materials of facade a designer can do acoustical treatment of a building to 

reduce noise pollution so it will make the social life in a building easy which is settled beside 

the noisy and heavy traffic zone. 

 Through intervention of different types of glasses, perforated or fabricated steel members a 

designer can control the intensity of light in a building. 

 With the proper analysis of the site we can know the wind direction as well as the speed and 

these data will help to design the opening of fenestration points on a facade like small 

fenestrations can increase the air ventilation speed in the interior of the building. 

 Sun path analysis of a site will also conclude the selection of materials, size of projections, size 

of openings and inclination of wall. So facade design can help in achieving these parameters. 

 A raw ornamentation of a building can also be justified with an apt selection of facade 

designing techniques. 

 A facade design can change a microclimate within a building; it helps to distinguish the outer 

harsh microclimate from the inner comfortable environment. 

 These techniques may help to build a cost effective design which will help in reducing the 

overall cost of light, ventilation, heating or cooling, these interventions encourage the solar 

passive design of a building to reduce electrical and mechanical controls for saving the 

renewable energy sources. 

Fig 9: Luo Ruvo by Frank O Gehry Fig10: Rashtrapati Bhawan 
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 Vernacular and Low cost techniques can hugely contribute to the facade design, from 

Brutalistic Architecture to Rat trap bonds, every element of a design is responsible to create the 

profile of the facade. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 Through facade design a building may have controlled visibility and transparency, so it is 

conveyer of messages. 

 Facade design acts as a story teller of past and future through its extrusions voids and skin. 

 Facade design helps to create an image of a place and eventually it builds image of a city. 

 Human needs of light, air, sound can be achieved through these interventions. 

 It controls the circulation path of users. 

 A simple cuboid can be transformed into organic forms without disturbing the core functions. 

 It is used to ornament a simple building which will help those designers who are comfortable 

working with the concept of form follows function. 

 Cost effective changes and sustainable measures can be done by it. 

 A concept can be elaborated by the design of the facade. 

 A good facade design can be the part of spatial characteristics of a built environment. 

 It concludes the architecture of a town or a city by merging all the facade design for creating its 

own identity. 
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